Hash 834. Master Bates.

The Great Mud.

Glowing tributes to the trail laying skills of Masterbates from the 30 or so
brave lads and lassies who descended on the pleasant pitch in the
backwoods of Taling Ngam on Saturday, I say brave because the Rain gods
had been working overtime all week and there was no shortage of water
obstacles to be negotiated, but miraculously it stopped pissin’ down about
3.00 in the afternoon so one and all could at least run/walk without getting
soaked from above, another pat on the back for R.A. Little Whiner who
unfortunately come a cropper part way into the trail, nothin’ to do with the
case and a half of Chang he’d blitzed on Friday evening. As for the trail itself,
unusually there was no split except for the VIPs who got the discounted
version and so everybody else paddled their way round the predominantly
flat course. A couple of back checks had them pondering for a while but by
and large the pack showed their ability and stuck mostly together so by the
time it came 5.00 pm all had made it back and were welcomed by Beer Bitch
No Woman no Crive who dispensed what was left booze wise after the
fabulous Xmas bash on Thursday.
The vote went as expected and not even the A.G.M. could cajole the voters
into a Shitty result so Crive get’s to keep the Lavvy seat.
It’s been a while since the ice has been “overbooked” as it was and among
others whose butt cheeks hit the cubes were Go Round Again, Dogs
Bollocks, Big Yin, No Balls( for not passing his test), Granny Basher, Crive
and Miss Whiplash(Twice). In addition to the Bogseat, Crive got to don the
Crash skid lid for a spectacular triple salco with pike, performed to much
amusement of those around him.
Grimsby Devil gave us a brief history of his Hashing career to date with the
addition that KSH3 was still the best he’s been at. Judging by the comments
from the Ambassadors to Miri it would seem that things Hashwise in that area
leave a lot to be desired and for those of you who haven’t read Two Lips'
missive about her adventures in The Big Mango recently, they could do with a
lesson in hospitality!!!!!
I digress, Snitchers submitted their reports as to the behaviour or otherwise
of their packs and punishment was administered.
A couple of birthdays namely Wet Nurse and D.F.L. plus a long service medal
for Crive and No Woman for enduring 40+ years shackled together, well done.
Granny Basher has teamed up with the sprightly Springbok Babalas and will
offer their efforts next Saturday, full details will appear as if by magic on our
shiny new website.
As a footnote the delayed Red Dress run will take place on the 29th of
December in Lamai as usual and again all the arrangements will be posted in
the next few days.
P.S. I took a turn by the Laager site on Sunday to see the damage wrought by
our gallant band and bearing in mind No Balls’ ploughing skills, and it looked
something like the Somme. We won’t be back there for some time.
ON ON
TRASHER.

